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Abstract

Background

Gait analysis can be used to measure variations in joint function in patients with knee osteo-

arthritis (OA), and is useful when observing longitudinal biomechanical changes following

Total Knee Replacement (TKR) surgery. The Cardiff Classifier is an objective classification

tool applied previously to examine the extent of biomechanical recovery following TKR. In

this study, it is further developed to reveal the salient features that contribute to recovery

towards healthy function.

Methods

Gait analysis was performed on 30 patients before and after TKR surgery, and 30 healthy

controls. Median TKR follow-up time was 13 months. The combined application of principal

component analysis (PCA) and the Cardiff Classifier defined 18 biomechanical features that

discriminated OA from healthy gait. Statistical analysis tested whether these features were

affected by TKR surgery and, if so, whether they recovered to values found for the controls.

Results

The Cardiff Classifier successfully discriminated between OA and healthy gait in all 60

cases. Of the 18 discriminatory features, only six (33%) were significantly affected by sur-

gery, including features in all three planes of the ground reaction force (p<0.001), ankle dor-

siflexion moment (p<0.001), hip adduction moment (p = 0.003), and transverse hip angle (p

= 0.007). All but two (89%) of these features remained significantly different to those of the

control group after surgery.

Conclusions

This approach was able to discriminate gait biomechanics associated with knee OA. The

ground reaction force provided the strongest discriminatory features. Despite increased gait

velocity and improvements in self-reported pain and function, which would normally be clini-

cal indicators of recovery, the majority of features were not affected by TKR surgery. This
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TKR cohort retained pre-operative gait patterns; reduced sagittal hip and knee moments,

decreased knee flexion, increased hip flexion, and reduced hip adduction. The changes that

were associated with surgery were predominantly found at the ankle and hip, rather than at

the knee.

Introduction

Total Knee Replacement (TKR) surgery is a common procedure to treat late-stage knee osteo-

arthritis (OA), which aims to improve quality of life through the restoration of joint function

and reduction of pain. Despite several studies reporting functional limitations following sur-

gery, there appears to be a trend towards utilisation of TKR in younger patients with higher

functional expectations [1–3]. The improvement of underlying joint biomechanics during gait

is considered an important aspect of functional recovery following surgery [4] and is associ-

ated with post-operative activity levels [5].

There are numerous challenges to the adoption of three-dimensional gait analysis (3DGA)

techniques within routine clinical assessment. Marker-based motion capture is typically con-

sidered infeasible when considering the resources required and volume of patients [6]. There

are, however, several new measurement devices and assessment techniques currently being

developed which may overcome many of these challenges[7]. With the potential of clinically

feasible 3DGA techniques on the horizon, there is an increased importance in developing

objective techniques to characterise the biomechanical outcome of surgery and communicate

3DGA findings to non-specialist audiences.

Longitudinal studies adopting 3DGA techniques have identified a number of abnormal bio-

mechanical parameters which do not recover following TKR surgery [6,8–18]. Of these studies,

many do not include biomechanical parameters of the hip and ankle [6,14–18], and/or exclude

parameters within the frontal [6,9,16–18] or transverse [6,8,9,11–18] plane. There is compel-

ling evidence that kinematic and kinetic changes are seen in knee OA subjects in all three

planes of the hip, knee and ankle [19,20]. Multivariate techniques that objectively characterise

biomechanical outcomes in all three planes of the hip, knee and ankle will enhance under-

standing of the biomechanical response to TKR as well as aid future development of multi-fac-

torial 3DGA outcome measures.

Instrumented lower-limb 3DGA results in a wealth of temporal waveforms. This vast data-

set is then typically reduced into a considerably smaller set of discrete metrics (maximum,

range, integral) calculated from selected waveforms. The measures must be defined a priori to

avoid false-positive findings[21], and have been criticised for inherently disregarding the

dynamic and highly collinear nature of biomechanical waveforms during motion [22]. Princi-

pal Component Analysis (PCA) is a multivariate technique that objectively defines features of

variation from time-varying waveforms. The technique has the advantage of objectively

described modes of variation across the entire waveform, often accounting for highly corre-

lated features, such as peaks, loading rate, and range of motion within a single component

[22–24].

The application of PCA has been combined with a classification method based on a Demp-

ster-Shafer Theory (DST) of evidence, termed the ‘Cardiff Classifier’. The principal application

has been a summary gait measure, or index, which characterises the biomechanical changes

associated with knee OA [25], and has used these features as an index to monitor recovery fol-

lowing TKR [12,26,27]. Metcalfe et al. expanded the initial application of this technique by
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including sagittal and transverse kinetics and kinematics of the ankle and hip[12]. Of the 17

biomechanical features found to be discriminatory between OA and non-pathological gait,

seven were features of the hip or ankle, and only three were of parameters at the knee. Metcalfe

et al. did not investigate which of these biomechanical features, if any, were significantly

changed by TKR surgery and which remained significantly different from the non-pathologi-

cal cohort.

The aim of this study is to identify which biomechanical features of OA significantly change

following surgery, including features in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes of the opera-

tive hip, knee and ankle. The first objective is to use the DST classification technique to identify

the strongest discriminating features of severe OA vs non-pathological gait. The second objec-

tive is to test whether these features were significantly affected by TKR, and if so, whether they

are normalised to that of a non-pathological cohort.

Methods

Study participants

A prospective, longitudinal study of a patient cohort with knee OA undergoing primary TKR

surgery was carried out. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee for Wales

and Cardiff and Vale University Health Board. Participants were excluded if they were unable

to walk 10m without a walking aid, were unable to give informed consent, had rheumatoid

arthritis, or had an unrelated musculoskeletal, neurological or visual condition that might

affect the way they move. Participants with bilateral OA were not excluded, nor were those

whom had undergone previous arthroplasty in other lower limb joints. Participants were

assessed pre-operatively and again at a target of 12 months post-operatively. At the time of

analysis, 30 subjects had undergone post-operative assessment. Due to several practical issues,

there was variability in the timing of follow-up visit–the median time was 13 months, but this

ranged between 8- and 26-months following surgery. An initial analysis confirmed there was

no relationship between post-operative time-point and outcome assessed using the Oxford

Knee Score (OKS).

Thirty non-pathological (NP) volunteers were recruited into the study. The inclusion crite-

ria matched that of TKR subjects, with the addition of no history of musculoskeletal conditions

that required medical treatment, and no self-reported pain in the lower-limb or back.

On the day of biomechanical assessment, volunteers were asked to complete the OKS,

which was scored ranging from 0 (worst outcome) to 48 (best outcome). OKS pain and func-

tion subscale scores were calculated following the method of Harris et al [28]—the function

sub-scale score is obtained by summing the scores for OKS questions 2, 3, 7, 11, and 12 and

the pain subscale score by summing scores for the remaining seven questions. These are then

represented as a percentage with 100% being the best outcome.

Biomechanical analysis

Human motion analysis was performed during level gait at the motion analysis laboratory at

Cardiff School of Engineering. A lower-limb CAST marker set [29] was attached to subjects,

while they walked barefoot at a self-selected pace along a 10m walkway. This was repeated

until a minimum of six clean force-platform strikes were observed. Marker trajectories were

collected using eight Oqus (Qualisys, Sweden) cameras capturing at 60Hz, and Ground Reac-

tion Forces (GRF) were calculated from two force platforms (Bertec, USA) capturing at

1080Hz. Hip, knee and ankle kinematics and kinetics were calculated within Visual 3D

(C-Motion, USA). Ground reaction forces were normalised to fraction of body mass and joint

moments were normalised to the percentage bodyweight times height. Joint kinetics were
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normalised over the stance phase, and joint kinematics over the entire gait cycle. Ensemble

averages of biomechanical waveforms were created from the successful trials. Where data

issues or outliers were identified, a minimum of 3 trials were used in the analysis.

Data reduction

PCA was performed on the waveforms of OA and NP subjects to define distinct biomechanical

features of variation between and within the cohorts. The first three Principal Components

(PCs) of each input variable were initially selected, resulting in 69 discrete variables per subject.

Following the recommendations of Brandon et al. [24], single-component reconstruction was

performed alongside representative extremes of each PC to aid interpretation of the bio-

mechanical feature reconstructed by each component. For ease of communication and inter-

pretation, where the mean PC score for OA subjects was higher, the PC scores and

eigenvectors for all groups were negated such that a low PC score always corresponded the fea-

ture associated with osteoarthritic function. This consistent sign convention has no further sta-

tistical effect within the analysis.

The Cardiff Classifier was then used to rank input variable importance. This ranking devi-

ated from a previously reported method [12]—to reduce the risk of over-fitting, the training

data was split into two equal halves and the classifier was used to rank the input variables

within both data sets. There were 18 biomechanical variables which were identified as being

highly ranked in each group and were retained for further analysis.

Data classification

The 18 discrete biomechanical features, which discriminated between the 30 NP and 30 pre-

operative TKR subjects, were used to train the Cardiff Classifier on the characteristics of OA

gait. This process defined the relationship between each of the input features, and a belief

value of OA, NP and Uncertainty. These three belief values termed B(OA), B(NP) and U

respectively, were then used to classify between OA and NP gait biomechanics [26]. If, for

example, B(OA) was greater than B(NP), and the subject belongs to the OA group, the classifi-

cation technique was deemed to have successfully classified this subject. The robustness of this

classification was addressed using the leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation algorithm.

The same process was then applied to the lower-limb biomechanics collected at the follow-

up visit, using the previously defined PCs to calculate scores for the 30 subjects following sur-

gery. The same 18 biomechanical features were also inputted into the trained classifier to cal-

culate the three belief values B(OA), B(NP) and U at the follow-up visit.

Statistical analysis

Paired samples tests were carried out within MATLAB Statistics and Machine Learning

Toolbox (MathWorks, USA) to test for significant changes following surgery. Where paramet-

ric assumptions were not met, a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used. A t-test was used to iden-

tify differences between the post-operative TKR and the NP group. Where parametric

assumptions were not met, the Mann-Whitney test was used. A Bonferroni correction was

used to adjust for multiple comparisons. All statistical inferences were calculated using the

MATLAB Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox (MathWorks, USA).

Results

Participant characteristics are summarised in Table 1. The TKR cohort was significantly older

and had a higher Body Mass Index (BMI) than the NP control participants. The OKS was
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significantly improved following surgery by a mean (SD) change of 14.7 (8.8) points, however,

it remained significantly worse than that of NP subjects. There were significant improvements

in both OKS pain and function subscales, with greater improvements seen in the OKS pain

score. Gait velocity increased significantly following surgery but remained significantly lower

than NP controls following TKR.

The Cardiff Classifier was able to correctly classify between NP and OA gait biomechanics

in all 60 cases, assessed using the LOO cross-validation technique. The three belief values are

shown in a simplex plot within Fig 1. One pre-TKR subject was close to the decision boundary

and had the second highest pre-operative OKS of 34/48.

There were 18 PCs retained for analysis; their accuracy in discriminating OA gait is dis-

played within Table 2. Also shown is the interpretation of the biomechanical feature, which is

represented by each PC. The single-component reconstructions for the NP and OA subjects

are displayed in S1 Fig. The greatest accuracy (100%) was achieved using PC1 of the vertical

GRF.

An example of single-component reconstruction of the knee flexion angle during gait are

shown in Fig 2. These exemplar waveforms are intended to demonstrate how each component

represents different features of variance, and how single-component reconstructions of these

waveforms aids interpretation of the feature represented by each PC.

The change in belief values following the TKR, relative to the pre-operative assessment, is

shown in Fig 3. Only three subjects returned towards the healthy side of the classifier, 16 sub-

jects remained in the “dominant” OA region where B(OA)>0.5, and one subject saw a decline

in function from the non-dominant to the dominant region.

The changes in the individual biomechanical features (PCs) are within Table 3. Significant

improvements following surgery were observed in only 6 of 18 features, and 15 features

remained significantly different to the NP cohort post-operatively. Improvements were mea-

sured in all three planes of the GRF, alongside the transverse hip angle, hip adduction moment,

and the ankle dorsiflexion moment. None of the six biomechanical features of the knee

selected for analysis saw significant improvements following surgery. Moderate improvements

were seen in PC2 of the knee flexion angle and flexion moment, but these were not significant

following Bonferroni correction.

Table 1. Differences in clinical characteristics and principle component scores of kinematic and kinetic waveforms between the pre-surgery, post-surgery and
between the non-pathological and post-surgical group.

Parameters Pre- TKR
Mean (SD)

Post- TKR
Mean (SD)

NP
Mean (SD)

P-value

pre-post NP-post

Sex (F/M) 15F, 15M 18F, 12M

Age (y) 69.7 (8.6) 70.7 (8.3) 39.8(17.6) † p<0.001�

BMI (kg/m2) 32.5 (6.5) 33.3 (6.9) † 24.3(3.7) † 0.2737 p<0.001�

Oxford Knee Score 19.5 (9.0) 36 (11.4) † 48.0 (0.0) p<0.001� p<0.001�

OKS Pain (%) 27.5 (20.0) 82.1 (26.8) † 100 (0.0) p<0.001� p<0.001�

OKS Function (%) 45.3 (18.7) 67.5 (16.0) † 100 (0.0) 0.002� p<0.001�

Gait velocity (m/s) 0.73 (0.21) 0.87 (0.21) 1.24 (0.12) p<0.001� p<0.001�

Stride length (m) 0.92 (0.21) 1.00 (0.18) 1.31 (0.10) 0.0520 p<0.001�

Percent Stance (%) 67.2 (3.7) 67.2 (3.7) 63.2 (1.2) 0.7834 p<0.001�

�statistically significant, p<0.01

† Non-parametric distribution—median (interquartile range) are given.

NP = Non-pathological, OKS = Oxford Knee score, SD = Standard deviation, TKR = Total Knee Replacement.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203417.t001
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Discussion

The biomechanical function of TKR subjects within this study did not return to that of the NP

cohort. Of the 18 biomechanical features which all have>75% accuracy in discriminating OA

gait within the NP cohort, significant improvements were only observed in six features, and

none of the six retained features at the knee saw significant improvements. Considering the

OKS thresholds proposed by Hamilton[30], 20 of 29 patients (1 OKS missing) achieved a suc-

cessful outcome. Out of these nine subjects with a poor subjective outcome, six had remained

in the “dominant” region of the simplex plot, where B(OA)>0.5.

Key to the interpretation of the biomechanical findings is that the gait velocity of TKR

patients did not return to that of the NP cohort. Significant associations between gait velocity

and numerous biomechanical parameters have been highlighted within both NP and patholog-

ical gait [31]. Several studies correct for this by considering gait velocity as a covariate within

the statistical analysis, however, this violates the primary assumption—that the co-variate isn’t

related to the main effect [31]. Instead, the authors chose not to control speed and present un-

altered data and accept that the causal relationship between biomechanical changes and gait

velocity cannot be determined within this study. This is typical of numerous similar studies

[11–15,17].

The control group NP cohort were significantly younger, with a lower BMI than the patient

cohort. As biomechanics are affected by both age and BMI, the normalisation of parameters to

that of the NP control group may not be a realistic goal following surgery. Both ageing and

Fig 1. Simplex plot of the classification of the 30 NP (blue circle) and 30 pre-TKR (red cross) subjects which were
used to train the Cardiff Classifier on the biomechanical features of severe osteoarthritic gait. The three vertices
represent the points where belief of non-pathological function B(NP), belief of osteoarthritic function B(OA) and
uncertainty, U is equal to 1 (or 100%). The decision boundary where B(OA) = B(NP) is shown as a dashed line. The
boundaries where B(OA) = 0.5 and B(NP) = 0.5 are shown as interior solid lines.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203417.g001
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obesity are risk factors of OA, alongside several other comorbidities that affect locomotion

[32]. Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis indicates that prevalence of knee OA features in

asymptomatic adults increases linearly with age with approximately 75% of adults aged>70

having a cartilage lesion [33]. Our decision not to age or BMI-match reflects the desire to

exclude subjects from our classifier ‘training body’ who either have or are at high risk of devel-

oping musculoskeletal conditions which might affect hip, knee or ankle biomechanics.

Features extracted from the GRF were a strong discriminator of severe OA function and

showed significant improvement following TKR surgery. This is interesting considering this

data is by far the least challenging and most clinically feasible to extract and process. Previous

studies have highlighted the ability to discriminate pathological function from GRFs [34–36]

and have suggested its use as an outcome measure following intervention [34]. Parameters of

the vertical GRF commonly defined in other studies, such as loading rate and peaks during

weight acceptance and push off, alongside the ratio of the peaks to the trough at midstance, are

all represented in a single feature. This indicates high collinearity between these features.

Similarly to the findings of other studies, the second PC of the knee flexion angle was a bet-

ter discriminator of OA than PC1, despite accounting for only 24% of the total variance [9,23].

The variance reconstructed by this PC is also very similar in this study: reduced Range of

Motion (ROM) during stance phase and a reduced and delayed peak flexion during swing

phase. Changes following surgery did not reach statistical significance and remained signifi-

cantly different from the NP cohort following surgery. Ro et al. observed a much larger change

in PC1 of the knee flexion angle following TKR, which represented a magnitude offset

throughout the waveform. Although not retained during feature selection, PC1 was therefore

Table 2. Classification accuracy of each input variable within the classifier, and the interpretation of the biomechanical feature represented by a low PC score.

Parameters Accuracy (%) Variance represented (%) Low PC Interpretation

Kinematics—operative limb

Hip flexion angle PC1 80 90 Increased hip flexion throughout gait

adduction angle PC2 84 11 Reduced ROM

transverse angle PC2 77 5 Reduced ROM

Knee flexion angle PC2 89 24 Reduced ROM and delayed peak swing

Kinetics—operative limb

Hip flexion moment PC2 87 23 Reduced peak moments

adduction moment PC2 79 23 Loss of biphasic nature & reduced loading rate

transverse moment PC1 84 62 Increased external and reduced internal peak

Knee flexion moment PC1 97 54 Avoidance of extension moment

PC2 77 29 Reduced peak moments

adduction moment PC2 77 13 Loss of biphasic nature & reduced loading rate

transverse moment PC1 84 62 Increased external and reduced internal peak

PC2 85 22 Reduced peak moments

Ankle dorsiflexion moment PC2 80 30 Increased 1st half, decreased 2nd half stance

transverse moment PC3 82 9 Increased 1st half, decreased 2nd half stance

Ground reaction force

Anteroposterior force PC1 95 58 Reduced peak ant/posterior forces

Mediolateral force PC2 84 11 Loss of biphasic nature & reduced loading rate

Vertical force PC1 100 67 Reduced peak force. Loss of biphasic nature & reduced loading rate

AP position of COP (relative to
foot segment)

PC2 77 54 Longer duration spent with COP at midfoot

AP = Anteroposterior, COP = Centre of pressure, PC = Principal component, ROM = Range of motion

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203417.t002
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explored within the current study and no significant difference was observed. Restoration of

sagittal knee kinematics during gait is an important functional goal following surgery which

has not been met within this cohort.

The first PC of the hip flexion angle, representing increased flexion throughout the gait

cycle, was also a highly-ranked discriminator of OA gait. Both decreased hip flexion and

increased anterior pelvic tilt has been reported in elderly and OA gait [37–39]. This feature

was not affected by TKR and therefore remains significantly different following surgery. It is

possible that increased hip flexion could have been a strategy to increase ground clearance in

the presence of insufficient knee ROM. Ouellet and Moffet reported increased hip flexion two

months after TKR and suggested it may form a strategy to compensate for weak quadriceps

[13]. It is, however, also possible that increased hip flexion in this cohort was a consequence of

increased pelvic tilt. Future work should report on both the angle of the pelvis and angle of the

thigh segment in relation to the laboratory floor to elucidate the underlying mechanism of this

gait alteration.

Frontal and transverse hip kinematics are also abnormal pre-operatively, with a significant

improvement in hip internal/external angle PC1, and no improvement in hip adduction PC2

following surgery. Both PCs reconstruct changes in ROM through the gait cycle. During

healthy gait, the pelvis typically drops a small amount towards the leg in swing phase. This

movement results in increased pelvic obliquity and hip adduction of the leg in stance, and is

Fig 2. Exemplar PC reconstruction using the first three principal components (PCs) of the knee flexion waveforms during the gait cycle. The mean and ±1 STD
waveforms of 30 non-pathological (NP) and 30 osteoarthritic (OA) subjects are plotted for individual reconstructions of the first three principal components (PC1-3).
The exemplar waveforms and intended to demonstrate how different PCs represent different modes of variation across the waveforms. For example, PC1 reconstructs
variation in magnitude of knee flexion during stance phase which isn’t discriminatory of OA gait. The reconstruction using PC2 highlights that this component
represents changes in range of motion throughout the stance phase of gait, which is related to a reduced and delayed peak knee flexion during swing phase. The third PC
reconstructs only 13% of variance of all the waveforms–primarily representing differences during terminal swing phase of gait.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203417.g002
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exaggerated in the presence of hip pathology [40]. The second PC of the hip adduction angle,

however, appears to show a reduction of this mechanism. Interestingly, Liebensteiner et al.

previously identified a ‘paradoxical’ positive relationship between pelvic obliquity during

stance and knee function [41]. One possible explanation for these findings is that knee OA and

TKR with inferior knee function adopt a strategy known as hip hiking [42], perhaps as a com-

pensatory mechanism to increase ground clearance in the presence of insufficient knee or hip

flexion.

Frontal plane kinetics were consistent with numerous other studies which highlight the

reduction in the “biphasic” nature of frontal plane joint moments due to OA [23], which

remain following TKR. The second PC of the hip and knee adduction moments reconstructed

very similar features, however, improvements were only observed at the hip following TKR. A

‘flat’ knee adduction moment both before and after surgery, where two peaks are not clearly

identifiable, can also be observed in several other studies [11].

Sagittal and transverse plane kinetics were consistent with changes associated with reduced

gait velocity. Retained PCs in the sagittal and transverse planes of the hip and the sagittal plane

of the knee represent reduced joint moments at loading response and push off, consistent with

the observed reduction in the Anteroposterior (AP) GRF. Interestingly, despite a significant

increase in gait velocity and AP force following TKR, sagittal features of the hip and knee were

not significantly improved. A possible explanation is that an increased gait velocity was more

Fig 3. Simplex plot of the change in classification of the 30 TKR subjects between pre- and post-operative visits. The
three vertices represent the points where belief of non-pathological function B(NP), belief of osteoarthritic function B
(OA) and uncertainty, U is equal to 1 (or 100%). The decision boundary where B(OA) = B(NP) is shown as a dashed line.
The boundaries where B(OA) = 0.5 and B(NP) = 0.5 are shown as interior solid lines. The purple arrows represent the
change in the body of evidence for each subject from the pre-operative visit (arrow tail), to the post-operative visit (arrow
head).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203417.g003
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strongly related to changes in the ankle, as opposed to the hip and knee. This certainly seems

consistent with the significant improvement in PC2 of the ankle plantarflexion moment

observed following surgery.

The retained PC of the plantarflexion moment is challenging to interpret and requires the

consideration of PC1, which was not retained for further analysis. PC1 represented 46% of the

variance and reconstructs changes in the magnitude of the waveform from loading response to

push off. In comparison, the second PC reconstructs a similar reduction towards push off,

however, this is related to an increased moment during the first half of stance. While account-

ing for less variance (36%), PC2 was more characteristic of changes relating to OA. These find-

ings are corroborated by the differences detected in the Centre of Pressure (COP) of the GRF

relative to the foot during the stance phase. While post-operative changes in PC2 of the AP

position of the COP did not reach significance, this feature was no longer significantly differ-

ent from that of NP subjects. The PC shows that the COP progresses faster towards the mid-

foot in early stance, and faster towards the forefoot in late stance. Relating to the “three rock-

ers” described by Perry [43], OA subjects progressed faster toward the ankle rocker, where the

foot is typically flat on the ground.

The findings of this study suggest that greater biomechanical change occurs at the hip and the

ankle following TKR surgery. Several studies have reported a retention of functional deficits at the

Table 3. Differences in principle component scores of kinematic and kinetic waveforms between the pre-surgery, post-surgery and between the non-pathological
and post-surgical group.

Parameters Pre- TKR
n = 30, Mean(SD)

Post- TKR
n = 30, Mean(SD)

NP
n = 30, Mean(SD)

P-value

pre-post NP-post

Kinematics—operative limb

Hip flexion angle PC1 -3.71 (11.68) † -6.99 (11.72) † 6.98 (6.14) † 1 <0.001�

adduction angle PC2 -2.33 (2.77) -1.67 (2.37) 2.58 (2.01) 1 <0.001�

transverse angle PC2 -1.37 (1.93) 0.11 (1.72) 1.46 (1.63) 0.003� 0.05

Knee flexion angle PC2 -3.59 (3.72) -1.17 (4.27) 3.64 (3.26) 0.089 <0.001�

Kinetics—operative limb

Hip flexion moment PC2 -3.63 (3.22) -1.91 (3.85) 3.64 (3.91) 0.287 <0.001�

adduction moment PC2 -4.44 (3.06) -2.48 (2.32) 4.56 (2.10) 0.007 <0.001�

transverse moment PC1 -4.17 (7.81) -4.64 (5.39) 4.71 (3.93) 1 <0.001�

Knee flexion moment PC1 -3.19 (8.41) -2.87 (6.07) 3.6 (3.84) 1 <0.001�

PC2 -3.9 (3.13) -1.94 (3.83) 3.88 (3.79) 0.167 <0.001�

adduction moment PC2 -2.81 (2.08) -2.19 (1.67) 2.82 (2.59) 1 <0.001�

transverse moment PC1 -4.37 (7.54) -4.27 (5.03) 4.94 (3.86) 1 <0.001�

PC2 -2.78 (3.00) -1.32 (3.22) 2.52 (3.24) 0.671 <0.001�

Ankle dorsiflexion moment PC2 -4.36 (4.44) -0.96 (5.29) † 4.54 (3.70) <0.001� <0.001�

transverse moment PC3 -2.44 (-2.34) † -1.26 (1.74) 2.09 (2.70) 1 <0.001�

Ground reaction force

Anteroposterior force PC1 -6.56 (4.82) -2.17 (5.25) 6.71 (3.91) <0.001� <0.001�

Mediolateral force PC2 -2.03 (2.28) -0.04 (2.17) 2.08 (2.03) <0.001� 0.004�

Vertical force PC1 -6.54 (3.68) † -2.76 (4.12) 7.16 (3.45) <0.001� <0.001�

AP position of COP (relative to foot
segment)

PC2 -3.23 (3.63) -0.28 (5.12) 3.22 (4.07) 0.085 0.087

�statistically significant, p<0.01

† Non-parametric distribution—median (interquartile range) are given.

AP = Anteroposterior, COP = Centre of pressure, PC = Principal component, ROM = Range of motion, SD = Standard deviation, TKR = Total Knee Replacement.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203417.t003
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operative knee following TKR surgery, despite self-reported functional improvements [27,44,45]. It

has been suggested that joint pain has a stronger effect on measures of perceived function than of

objective functional measures. Another explanation, supported by the findings of the current

study, is that the ability to load a once-painful knee may simply allow the ankle and hip to more

efficiently compensate for the functional deficits of the knee and surrounding musculature. Levin-

ger et al [8] came to a similar conclusion regarding compensatory mechanisms at the ankle follow-

ing TKR, and concluded gait retraining might compliment current rehabilitative strategies.

One of the limitations of this study is that the limited sample size (n = 30), in comparison to

the number of statistical inferences made, could increase the chance of erroneous results. A

Bonferroni correction was therefore applied, which is generally considered a conservative

approach. The small inclusion criteria for the patient cohort of this study increases the gener-

alisability of these findings, however, the resultant cohort is heterogeneous with numerous

comorbidities. It is, therefore, possible that differences in biomechanical outcomes between

different clinical phenotypes of OA are masked when treating these phenotypes as a single

group. A further limitation was the large range in time-points of the post-operative visits

(range 8–26 months). While such a broad range in time-points is common in studies assessing

post-operative TKR biomechanics [4], there is some evidence of functional [46] and bio-

mechanical changes across this timeframe [47]. Anecdotally, no relationship was observed in

this cohort between the post-operative timepoint and the biomechanical outcome as assessed

by the belief functions of the Cardiff Classifier.

A further limitation is that post-operative rehabilitation following TKR was not formally

monitored within this study, however, participants were asked to recall their physiotherapy

attendance. Anecdotally there was a great variation in attendance physiotherapy, ranging from

no attendance to 12-weeks of physiotherapy and subsequent referral to the “Wales National

Exercise Referral Scheme”–a 16-week activity program. It is recommended that future research

should assess the effect of post-operative rehabilitation on longitudinal changes in lower-limb

biomechanics following TKR surgery using objective, multivariate, multi-joint analysis tech-

niques such as the one presented in this study.

The authors consider the inclusion of all three planes of the hip, knee, and ankle within the

description of the biomechanical change to be a strength of this study. The presented method

of reducing the included 23 waveforms, all normalised to 101 data points, to a subset of 18 bio-

mechanical features, is both objective and generic.

Conclusion

This study found that most biomechanical features of OA were not significantly normalised to

that of the NP control cohort following TKR surgery. Furthermore, despite improvements in

reported pain and function, only 6 of 18 identified discriminatory features were affected by

surgery: two features of the hip, one of the ankle, three of the GRF, and none of the knee. No

effect of TKR on sagittal knee and hip kinetics was observed despite an increase in velocity.

TKR patients maintained reduced knee flexion, which may relate to increased hip flexion and

frontal plane hip hiking during gait. The identified discriminatory features may be good tar-

gets for assessing outcome in future studies. Notably, the GRF is both the easiest to measure

and has the strongest discriminatory effect.
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